Name:_______________________________________________________Date:_________________________
Biology: Microscope Skills Lab
Why is it important to label your magnification and your drawings? View the following images. Can you tell
what the scale is?

Scale is important in order to help you assess your materials correctly. You need to know how large your
specimens are so they have some relevance. Lake Erie, pictured on the left, is about 388 kilometers long. A
Paramecium (on the right) is about 200 micrometers long.
For the following sections, follow the directions given. Make note of the portions in bold type. Underlined
passages give instructions for capturing images or answering questions.

Field of View Diameter

or

Field of View Diameter

1. Measuring with a microscope: Even though it can be interesting and informative to observe specimens
under the microscope, it is often difficult to know the actual size of the object. A convenient standard
to use is the field of view diameter in a compound light microscope.

Two useful metric units are the millimeter (mm) and the micrometer (µm).
1 meter (m) = 1000 millimeters (mm) or 1 mm = 0.001 m
1 millimeter (mm) = 1000 micrometers (µm) or 1 µm = 0.000001 m
a. Place a ruler (clear) on the stage so that it covers half the stage opening and you can see the
markings as in the diagram below.
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b. Turn on the light source and make sure the lowest power (scanning power or 4X) objective is in
the working position.
c. Turn the coarse adjustment down until it is at the lowest position.
d. Look through the eyepiece (ocular) and begin to turn up the coarse adjustment until the ruler is
in focus.
e. Place the center of a whole number mark (1, 2, 3, etc.) on the left side of the field of view,
making sure your ruler edge is exactly across the center of the field to get the most accurate
diameter.
i. What is the field of view in scanning power to the nearest tenth in millimeters?
______________ Convert this to micrometers by multiplying by 1,000. ______________
ii. Calculate the magnification on scanning power. Multiply the OCULAR magnification by
the OBJECTIVE magnification. ______________
f. Turn the nosepiece to put the 10x objective in position. Look at the ruler and focus.
i. What is the field of view in low power to the nearest tenth of a millimeter?
______________ Convert this to micrometers. ______________
ii. Calculate the magnification at low power. ______________
g. You will not be able to measure field of view diameter in the high-power field using the same
process. Focusing and light problems exist and you may actually hit the ruler with the objective
lens. The diameter is less than 1 mm and will not be easily seen. You can obtain the diameter
indirectly using previous values and the following formula. Remember, magnification is
inversely proportional to the field of view.
High power field of view
Low power field of view

=

Low power magnification
High power magnification

i. Calculate the high power field of view diameter in micrometers. Show all work.

2. Effect of the lens on the image: Letter “e” slide
a. Place the “e” slide on the stage right side up facing you. Secure with the clips.
b. Begin on the 4x objective and view the letter “e”.
c. How is the image of the “e” oriented compared to the image of the “e” on the slide itself?
d. Look through the eyepiece and move the slide to your right. What happens to the “e”?
e. What happens when you move the slide toward you?
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f. Turn the diaphragm to the largest holes (or the brightest light) and view the “e”. As you
continue viewing, slowly turn the diaphragm through each of the settings until you reach the
smallest (or the other end of the slider). What happens to the light as the setting gets smaller?
g. Again, beginning on the scanning objective, view your “e”. Then, turn the nosepiece to the 10x
objective. View the “e”. Again, turn the nosepiece to the 40x objective. View the “e”. As you
increase the magnification, what happens to the amount of the “e” you can see?
h. What happens to the resolution?
3. Depth of field: “Threads” slide
a. Put the “threads” slide on the stage and focus using the 4x (scanning) objective. How many
threads are in focus? _____
b. Turn the nosepiece to put the 10x (low power) objective into place. Are all the threads in equal
focus? _____
c. Finally, turn the nosepiece to put the 40x objective in position. Your microscope is parafocal.
When an image is focused with one objective, it will also be in focus in the other objectives. On
high power you can ONLY use the fine adjustment because the lens is very close to the slide.
Any movement by the coarse adjustment will send the lens down through the slide,
shattering it. What happened to the focus of the three threads?
d. Use the fine focus (because you are now in high power) and determine which thread is on top,
in the middle and on the bottom and list their order below.
4. Observing cells: Choose a plant or animal cell to examine
a. Depending on the specimen chosen, you may not need to use all of the techniques described
below.
b. For plant cells: You may need to cut a very thin slice using a scalpel. Follow your teacher's
directions and ask for help if needed.
c. For animal cells: Gently scrape some cheek cells from inside your mouth with a clean, flat
toothpick. Spread the scraping in the middle of a clean slide. (Discard your toothpick
immediately in the wastebasket after use.)
d. If the specimen is dry, prepare a wet mount by placing one drop of water on the slide and add a
coverslip.
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e. Observe the cells on high power.
(Use ONLY the fine adjustment.)
Draw and label the visible structures.
You should be able to see the cytoplasm,
cell membrane and cell wall (if present).

f. Add a drop of iodine or other stain to the side of the coverslip and draw it under the coverslip
by placing a piece of paper toweling next to the opposite side of the coverslip.

g. Observe the cells now that they have been stained.
h. Describe the difference in appearance of the cell structures before and after the stain was
applied.

i.

Draw the image and label the nucleus, cytoplasm,
plasma membrane and cell wall (if present).

j.

Estimate the SIZE of one cell. Divide the diameter
of the field of view on high power by the number
of cells that would fit across the field of view.

5. Viewing large specimens: Using a stereoscope
Light microscopes are only useful for viewing small thin specimens. In biology, you will perform dissections
on larger specimens and may need to magnify the area of interest. In this situation, a stereoscope may be
the best instrument. Stereoscopes present a larger field of viewing and handle depth much better than the
light microscope. The drawback of the stereoscope is that it does not have a high magnification. Examine
the stereoscope and choose a specimen to view. Practice changing the light source and focus on the
stereoscope. For each specimen determine which light and magnification are best for viewing.
Name of specimen __________________________________________Magnification ______________
Light______________________________Reason____________________________________________
Use a ruler to determine the field of view at its lowest and highest magnification:
Low Power (Mag.=_______) FOV: _______
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